Hello,
I am Žan Nekrep and I am Purchasing Manager for company {company}. We are searching for
another product to add to our product line and we are interested in {product} listed on Alibaba:
{link}
I have checked the Product Listing and your Company Profile and would like to introduce
ourselves and express our Product Requirements to see if your company can supply our needs.
Could you please provide us with:
1. HTS code for this product.
2. Price for {number} of sets like on image (I've also provided you with image in attachment) FOB/DDU. Please also provide us with price for the following Qty of Units - 1000, 1500 and
2000. For DDU, please use: 33333 LBJ FWY Dallas, TX 75241-7203 US (FTW1)
3. Number of Days for Production of Qty 750 sets, 1500 and 2000 (lead time).
4. Price to ship sample product to our agent in China: {your address or agent's address in China}.
5. Do you offer custom color box? What is the price?
6. Can we add an insert card inside colored envelope with our logo into each box? What is the
price for both?
7. What payment options do you offer? We mostly pay through Alibaba Trade Assurance, 30% in
advance, 70% after pre-shipment inspection.
8. Approximate size and weight of each color box. We will talk about detailed product
requirements after product sample is send to our agent in China.
Please know that Quality is the most important aspect of the product for us.
Please DO NOT RESPOND to this message on Alibaba as we may not see it as Alibaba
messaging platform is hard to read. Please respond by sending an email to {} . Also, what is your
Skype ID for faster communication? We are looking to choose our supplier and make our initial
purchase within the next 4 weeks. We are currently speaking with you and three other factories.
After our initial order we will have repeat orders and hope to source additional products with you
in the future as we expand our Brand further.
Thank you and we're looking forward to cooperate with you.
Sincerely, Žan Nekrep
Purchasing Manager {}

